Why Engineering at LSSU?

Quality: Fundamentals of Engineering exam pass rate above the national average

Nearly 100% job placement with nationally competitive salaries

Real-world experience: Internships, co-ops, industry-sponsored projects

Small classes: 15 students on average, 2/3 with engineering labs

Lab (and classes) taught by faculty, not teaching assistants

Engineering-specific scholarships

International student organizations: SWE, IEEE, ASME, SAE

Nationally-recognized, multi-million dollar robotics lab

FIRST® mentoring & tournaments

Value: “Michigan’s Most-Affordable College” - Study.com

One Rate: Same tuition world-wide
Bachelor of Science:
- Computer Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Robotics Engineering
- Electrical Engineering Technology
- Manufacturing Engineering Technology

Concentrations: (vary by degree)
- Digital Systems
- Robotics & Automation
- Vehicle Systems

Minors:
- Electrical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Robotics Technology

Associate of Science:
- Electrical Engineering Technology
- General Engineering
- General Engineering Technology
- Manufacturing Engineering Technology

School of Engineering & Technology
650 W. Easterday Ave.
Sault Ste. Marie, MI 49783

engineering@lssu.edu
906-635-2207
engineering.lssu.edu
@LSSUEngineering